
THE PLOT: 
In the distant world of Garnik, Bakelor, Lord of the War and King of the Single 
Knights, leads bravely his armies against the evil Lord of the Darkness. 
Sadly, Bakelor has had a domestic accident when he went out his bathroom. As he 
cannot assist to the battle, you, his favourite pupil, has to command the armies for this 
time... Do you accept the challenge? 
 
HOW TO PLAY: 
To load the game: In Spectrum, type LOAD “” and press Enter. In Amstrad CPC, type 
RUN” and press Enter- In MSX, type RUN”CAS: and press Enter. 
 
Your mission is to complete all the boards with the same kind of tiles (knights or 
demons), before time is up. The tiles are changed in cross, inverting knights to demons 
and viceversa the selected tile, the upper one, the bottom one, and the each one of the 
both sides. Also, you can use the pikes to change only the selected tile, doing the board 
more easy to complete. Pikes are limited so... be careful. 
 
In the upper part of the board, there’s a slide with a snake-heads shape pointer. 
Everytime you finish a board, the pointer will move left or right depending on the kind 
of tiles you use to complete the board. When you reach to one of the end, you will finish 
the game on the good side or the evil side. 
 
Controls: In Spectrum, Q - up, A - down, O - left, P - right, M - change tiles and Z - use 
a pike; you can use Sinclair Joystick too (Z to use a pike). In Amstrad CPC, Q - up, A - 
down, O - left, P - right, SPACE - change tiles and Z - use a pike. In MSX, cursor keys 
to move, SPACE to chage tiles and Z to use a pike. 
 
STAFF: 
 
Code, Graphics and Music (Spectrum, Amstrad and MSX) 
MANUEL GÓMEZ ALCAIDE (Baron Ashler) 
 
Beta-testing and support 
BIBOSOFT, NAI, URINDIL, OSCAR RUIZ, IVANZX, JOSE MANUEL CLAROS  
and ESTEBAN RUIZ 
 
To my wife Sacri with all my love, for her infinite patience 
 
Finished in Seville, on February 2013 
 


